ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The literature can be significantly financial portfolio composition or set of the stock chosen by the investment to the investment, he said. The portfolio optimization of stock problems in in early Two important components in the investment decision are risk and return of the capital assets.
Modern The portfolio theory, which was first introduced by Markouitz paradigm organizing the formation of the portfolio with the highest and Expected Returns on a given level of risk or set up an efficient set.
According to Markouitz's theory, one can by minimizing risk for a given level of return on investment to a minimum variance portfolio. In this case, a new approaches, using of optimization initiatives.
Heuristics that aims to overcome the shortcomings of classical of optimization were introduced, the exhaustive search and random, the probability to achieve better results largely guarantee. Today, according the limited resources and the risk of investing in of financial assets, one major problem is that the utility of each investment to determine a set of stock portfolio the majority of it is too much. This is equivalent to selecting the optimal portfolio from the set of possible portfolios. and the investment The portfolio of investors in the set a capital asset ment that at the lowest risk, highest efficiencies have for for this purpose, to should be on a model of optimal the portfolio choice in can help.
So far, several models have been proposed to solve the problem optimal portfolio according to conditions and limitations of each end are designed. Although theoretically as these models are solved using mathematical programming, but in practice there are problems with this area. Ment fund managers also in practice some of the limitations exercised upon their optimal portfolio that also cause this the problem more complex. Due to problems today ultra schematize Initiative of excessive method of solving optimization problems formation is taken into consideration. Indeed, choosing a financial portfolio in order to maximize efficiency, one of the major concerns of investors in financial markets. In fact, portfolio selection in financial markets in order to maximize efficiency, one of the major concerns of investors in financial markets. The goal of this optimization is to determine the allocation of financial capital in a way that yields the maximum total assets and a risk is minimal.
In general, the classical methods in selecting the optimal portfolio is not efficient enough, and now solve this problem, heuristic algorithms, including algorithms for of collective intelligence and a genetic algorithms, have been also considered. Collective Intelligence or groups of particles algorithm and a genetic algorithm can optimize the portfolio to maximize returns and a minimize risk of investment to solve. This algorithm can be as algorithm as the core population and improve the long history of study in literatures of Optimization. Accordingly, given the importance of this issue, the present study aimed to compare the performance of genetic algorithm (GA) and a particle swarm optimization portfolio (PSO) selection with respect to various constraints to investment in the stock portfolio.
In this context, this paper has five sections. The second section investigates the background of the research, including theoretical background and experimental research focus background. In the third section, the research methodology is presented in which the model used in this research study will be discussed and analyzed. The fourth and a final section deals with the experimental results of this research study is devoted to the conclusions and presenting suggestions. Markowitz (1952) , the fundamental model of modern portfolio theory was offered portfolio.
BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Theoretical Background
The Markowitz mean-variance model (MV), showed the formation of a basket of assets, there is financing is the possibility that a certain level of efficiency and reduced risk. This model was originally proposed for the measure risk taking. The optimal portfolio selection problem in two, appropriate model selection and efficient and effective method to achieve the optimal solution are very important. Usually, the traditional mathematical methods and algorithms for solving these models are not appropriate and accurate solutions for this kind of problem, mathematical programming algorithms effective and efficient programs exist (Fernandez and Gomez, 2007) .
Genetic algorithm is one of the most random Metaheuresteky algorithms that science itself has provided acceptable results. The algorithm for the first time by Holland (1975a) proposed strategy and plan by other evolutionary Goldberg (1989) , Fichter (2000) , Fugl-Meyer et al. (1975) and a Lazo et al. (2000) , was proposed.This algorithm is based on biology approach consists of Chromosomes that the genetic processes of living beings will act. Each chromosome display a collection of important information that character shows that the organism. To help of such a movement, every of chromosome is able to incorporate Necessary information to evaluate every problem. Every of chromosome is composed of smaller units called genes have. Of the matrix, every offering a chromosome and each of chromosomes is made up of cells that is gene. Create initial population of the genetic algorithm, which started in three steps: edged orientation, pair formation and mutations. This population-based algorithm is an algorithm which must coincide with the number resolve to start the search space. If you call the number n of the population, then there will be independent chromosomes. Often produce initial population is determined as follows:
Where x by multiplying a random number in the range of zero and a range of low, will be created. The general formula the construction of every gene on of chromosome different. The best of chromosome elitism at step, two parents are selected and fertilization takes place among them. There are different ways to select the best of the most popular, choosing a as a percentage of the the elite.
Generally numbers between 5 to 10 percent of community leaders to assume In this case is enough for the greats, both parent and a child are selected. In practice, the measure mates between two living species occur in nature, as their parents are the genetic composition of offspring. The genetic the properties of gene exchange between parents takes place For this purpose a number of genes from each parent are selected and the new chromosomes replaced by of In this egg fertilization pairs of chromosomes, creates two children are in healthy, can result in reproduction or are incomplete. In this case, two differential behaviors can occur imperfect their children, including the health reform or miscarriage is the up to.
Since of previous population is dependent mates and a can only partly be compared to its distinctive, to avoid the trap of imprisonment is required local the optimality. So to avoid the trap of imprisonment is required local the optimality.
Purpose of this step is to establish the real distinctions between different regions of space in the search the answer, it could be claimed. For this purpose, first of chromosome is chosen. Then a function changes on it, and produces a new the chromosomes won. If it is not a new of chromosome, of chromosome of previous used in the next phase is Nikzad (2012) . Probabilistic approach based on particle swarm algorithm and the formation of communities to optimize their functions. This method first by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) and a based on the simulation of social behavior and a collective intelligence were presented.
Groups of particles algorithm as a method without any derivative information the spaces and a complicated problems and derive an effective functioning and having a high the convergence speed, strong, flexible leaves. Of Aspects computational systems algorithm and a not expensive cost, even with very modest memory and processors can be found in most home computers, is applicable.
Algorithm and groups of particles or flock with an initial population is generated randomly, the beginning and complete the end bet arrives.
The final requirement for the algorithm is performing 100 successive iterations of the algorithm.
The use of meta-heuristic algorithms are needed. The algorithm requires every solution of the problem of Initiative of excessive simple form and can be used in programming is coding. Answer codec a significant impact the speed and accuracy every algorithms is Initiative of excessive.
Answer a title must be the association spanning between one to one and a answer the question of how to represent the solutions exist. In other words, every answer to the question exactly the same structure is displayed and the display is only one response to the corresponding question. Also, any response must be stored a small memory space. View every Answer is chosen so as operator and neighborhood requirements of the algorithms Initiative of excessive easily be done.
For coding the each selected solution portfolio, from an array of length the number of tasks to be used. This introduction is the fact that what the stock and what weight are selected. Meta-heuristic particle swarm algorithm flowchart is presented in diagram 1. Meta-heuristic algorithm and particle swarm where each particle in is updated by the following formula:
The particle swarm meta-heuristic algorithm, initially a population of particles randomly given initial position and velocity.. The best position the particle has so far (P-best) and the best position that the particles now have the whole set (G-best), is calculated at the current stage. Third, the speed and location of every particle in the new stage of formula 1-2 and 2-2, and the final update, the stopping criteria are met, otherwise the algorithm and stops and will run Step 2 again. The purpose of this substitution, proper distribution of information between the local optimum and the global optimum birds. So that the bird route in the direction of use.. If Si, t and Ti, t as birds are considered mid locations, concepts chart below Vit, (Pit-Xit) and (Git-Xit) will map. Then, according to these parameters distinctive policy is adopted. For each community the parameter 1 X  in each category, the number 2 X  is the next category is 21 X  . In this case a bird in a batch is identified based on the mating combination, or should the best in each category occur (Raie and Beigi, 2010) .
Because of the way only able to generate random answer will examine the problem space and therefore cannot be completely sure that it was the general optimality. In other words, the number of repetitions is limited, only local optimality can be achieved. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the conditions, the total amount assessed optimality. The boundaries specified performance is presented in diagram 2.
Accordingly, when the risk is minimal, portfolio return for portfolio selection and great value during these two together near the value of each selection is also more balance of the value of a much pass specifically, the increased risk to be addressed. In other words, in this case, compliance risk, high return on the investor for a greatly increased -increased.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and,  to determine the amount and on the other hand, continuous changes and experimental performance of each algorithm and, the amount of this difference is unknown. To this purpose, level  than any of the previous motion be 0.05 increase in the number of 20 different tests are carried out for  . 
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH LITERATURE
In recent years, the portfolio optimization is considered in empirical studies, however, using the technique of aggregated particles in comparison to other methods of combinatorial optimization under consideration is. In this case, Peng-Yeng and Wang (2006), in their study, using the particle swarm nonlinear resource allocation efficiency of this method have been compared with genetic algorithm. Overall, these results indicate that the particle swarm algorithm and is more efficient than genetic algorithm.
The results Chiam et al. (2008) , combining genetic algorithm and optimization techniques based on particle mass Memetics algorithm and in which the technique only applies to on the answers obtained by genetic algorithm, and show that using this algorithm, groups of particles portfolio much more efficiently than when the algorithms are applied separately. Tofeng , in other studies, the efficiency of groups of particles optimization problem constrained portfolio during the period from 1992 to 1997, has been tested. The results of this study suggest that this technique is very successful in portfolio optimization.
Studies conducted in-country stock portfolio optimization heuristic optimization technique has received less attention. In this regard, Raie and Beigi (2010) , in their study, the stock portfolio 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present study, using genetic algorithm and groups of particles optimization portfolio and compare the results, in terms of risk and return. For this reason, financial data, 30 companies in Tehran Stock Exchange regarding financial intermediaries, non-metallic mineral Other products, automobile and parts manufacturing during the period 2007 to 2012 with the aim of collecting and identifying the optimal portfolio consists efficient frontier investment to identify and establish the optimum portfolio using the heuristic algorithms are studied.
The determination of the portfolio, in the form of study models, assumptions, and there are several variables that must be considered. Markouitz model, all choices are separate and independent from each other they are observed. Also, every choice has a defined benefit and could be due to differences with the other options outlined. Each of the designs can range from zero to 100 percent of the capital stock of its design capacity of one hundred percent of their total weight must be 1 80 percent were caused due to the influence of market selection and combination of these two sets and aggregating them, 
. : 1
In model  , the risk of taking or risk aversion shows. In this model, the Type  in the objective function, and returns both Myarrysk Drtab goal arrived and while Hdaqlsazy risk, maximizing efficiency is considered. In fact, it is a weighting the parameter whose value varies in the range of   01  values reported by the investor to the risk or return are applied. In other words, the higher  , the more important efficiency and simultaneously reduce the quantity 1   weight can lower the risk minimization objective. In the above model, the necessity for investment also proposed personality and can be expected to have different impacts to be considered an investment.
If a person is risk averse, given the importance of risk reduction and (  ) will be an amount equal to one. On the other hand, the venture capital more, this quantity tends to zero so that the second term of the objective function given more power and look profit maximization is the max.
2
The genetic algorithm and the algorithm and moves each portfolio as a chromosome as a bird flock or group, particles are considered to be. In algorithm and, the population, the number of chromosomes in the genetic algorithm and the number of birds, algorithm and handles the movement of birds, 100 was considered and the number of iterations in this algorithm and constant and equal to 100 iterations are considered. On the other hand, the selection probability of a chromosome in a 2 In developing these models to investigate new methods of semi variance, as well as one of the finance literature has been examined:
Where T , the total number of plan pt R and B , the rate of return expected rate of return on the selected portfolio is derived from a comparative study. The use of semi-variance, investor's expectations. What is true is that investors with a forecast of investment or entering They are the result of previous experience, or his thinkin. In this mode of operation is the minimum mean square differences, genetic algorithm as an elite equal to 5 percent probability Get a jump of 15 percent and the remaining 80 percent will be determined by the usual pair of algorithm and moves In the flock of birds in groups of for more than 10 is considered. Algorithm and moves in the flock of birds in groups of for more than 10 is considered.For each group, the leader A is determined by the successive iteration, birds constantly adjust their behavior to the group's first president and chairman of the group with the best will coordinate bird.
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of the estimation of the efficient frontier of particle swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm in the form ¬ A Markowitz model, mean -variance optimal portfolio of restricted and customer risk models, which are presented in Figures 3 to 6 show that the algorithms particle swarm and genetic stocks with good accuracy can solve the problem of portfolio optimization . genetic algorithm and particle swarm algorithm to the efficient frontier obtained less. The model meanvariance bound, the addition of weight equal to one Brmhdvdyt investment limits for investment limit in terms of the genetic algorithm is more precise and efficient frontier between the efficient frontiers obtained with the standard genetic algorithm is low.
In contrast, the limited number of customer risk model asset portfolio will be added to the model, groups of particles algorithm and is more precise and distance from the efficient frontier efficient frontier obtained with the standard groups of particles algorithm and genetic algorithm is less than the efficient frontier is obtained. In other words, most observations reflect the fact that in the problems are smaller and more lightweight genetic algorithm performance and complexity with increasing sample size, groups of particles algorithm and have better performance. Accordingly, votes to be superior to genetic algorithm in the two models and the model of Markowitz mean variance was constrained. The particle swarm algorithm is superior to the genetic algorithm in the third model. Be compared with the pre prediction algorithm and is presented In the Table 1. In this table, the performance of each algorithm and in the terms of objective criteria and is considered the difference in the final period. In other words, the main criterion for evaluating algorithms based on the belief that each algorithm and with respect to the previous period, to what extent it has been able to determine a basket in the final period, to make maximum profits. For this purpose, the data set selected for the basket ¬ final period, the percentage of each share in the basket so that maximum benefit is derived if it is. 
CONCLUSION
In this study the, the genetic algorithm and particle swarm algorithms based on three models Markowitz mean -variance bound for solving customer risk and models portfolio optimization ¬ studied and has been evaluated. A total these results suggest that in constrained mean-variance and models Markowitz model, the efficient frontier between the efficient frontier obtained with the standard genetic algorithm to the groups of particles algorithms, was lower, while the differences in the standard efficient frontier algorithms particle swarm algorithm and particle swarm model is a third less risk model, the client has a good performance. Dominant of the research on groups of particles algorithms and genetic algorithm in comparison with other studies also confirmed that the concept of groups of particles algorithms is that it can be well on rapid and accurate analysis of the issues that genetic algorithm cannot be applied. Cause of the claim, there must be a group attitudes to similar cases previously considered.
In response to a possible hypothesis optimization ability of groups of particles algorithm can be said, the optimal portfolio selection problem increases with greater complexity constraints, it is not only appropriate an method but to be the suitable the complexity of dealing with their own show. In other words, most observations reflect the fact that the problems are smaller and lighter than the ¬ with the increasing complexity and size of the genetic algorithm, groups of particles algorithms have better performance. Groups of particles algorithms in the third model, in comparison with genetic algorithm, the faster will draw efficient frontier, although this algorithm as compared to the classical models Markovitz and Mean-Variance more tender time variance bound for algorithms is necessary.
The following suggestions can be used to evaluate data in order to improve the tools of financial analysis and can be expressed as: 
Adding catalog others investment restrictions investment of the mathematical model and its solution using innovative methods
Use of algorithms studied in this research, optimization and comparison of companies in the Stock
Exchange Market and applies of these results to guide investors.
